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INTRODUCTION 
The use of consumer preference sm·veys to determine the likes and 
dislikes of the public is not newo Many large manufacturing concerns do 
not place a product on the market until the product has been proven accept= 
able to the consumer by spme type of consumer preference surveyo These 
surveys may be in the form of a consumer testing pa.nel 9 the mailing of 
questionnaires to respondentsv personal interviews of the respondents~ or 
some modification of these types. Each has its own advantages and dis-
advantages. Only recently has the dairy indust:r-y applied consumer pre= 
ference studies to milk and milk products. 
With the advent of new o:r improved substitute dairy.products on 
the ma.rket~ it is imperative the dairy industry make available to the 
public the quality of dairy products that will be most acceptableo The 
use of.consumer preference studies places a tool in the hands of the 
dairy industry which can be applied in many practical wayso One of the 
most important aids i.s that of determining what the consumers mnt in 
dairy productso 
This present survey was conducted to determine (1) the grade of 
butter' that consumers pre:fer9 (2) the quality and price of butter 
necessary to compete with oleomargarine~ and (.3) the per ca.pi ta ci::msump-
tion of butter and of oleomarga:rineo 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Very little work has been reported on consumer preference studies 
on dairy products. Olson and Von Gunten (8) conducted a·survey of a 
.randomly selected 1% of' the households in Payne County9 OklahoJ!lB,. The 
respondents were allowed to taste sa.tnples 9 identified by numbers only9 
of Grs.o.es A.A. 9 A, B~ and C of butter and a sample of oleomargarine. The 
respondents were then asked to judge the samples on several characteristics. 
On the basis of fi~vor 9 Grade AA of butter9 oleomargarine9 Grades B9 
A9 and C of butter were ranked in the order named. The interview por-
tion of' their questionnaire dealt with the rate of consumptiGn and 
consumers opinions of butter and oleGmargarine. The weekly per capita 
consumption of butter by butter users was 0.:39 pounds. The consumption 
of' oleomargarine by oleomargarine users was appri0ximately the·same 9 
O.J8 pounds. The average price the consumers were willing to pay for 
butter was 44.1¢ per pound when compared to oleomargarine at 30¢ a 
pound. Of the 212 respondents sur"Veyed 9 15.80% used butter9 52.70% 
used Gileomargarinep and 31.50% used both products. 
Kelly and et al (6) sampled consumers in six representative 
grocery stores in Ma.nhattan9 Kansas and Lincoln9 Nebraska. The 
respondents were allowed to taste ssmples of Grades A and B of butter. 
or the et76 respondents surveyed 9 396 preferred Grade A butter and 341 
picked Grade B butter over Grade A butter. 
Eppright (5) studied the food habits and preferences of two 
age groups of Iowa people in a survey of an area-probability sample of 
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the entire state of Iowa. Butter was one_of the most highly preferred 
foods of both groups and the appetite level for oleomargarine was lower 
than for butter. 
Shepherd (10) reported some interesting figures in his report of 
changes in demand for meat and dairy products. The pelr capita consump-
tion of butter declined from 17.9 pounds in 1924 to 10.l pounds in 1948, 
a decline of more than 33 l/3%. At the same time oleomargarine increased 
from 2 potmds in the period 1923 - 1926 to 6.1 pounds in 1948.P an in-
crease of apprcxima.tely 300%. 
The American Dairy Association recently issued a report on a survey 
on public attitudes toward dairy products (1). This survey covered 
39905 interview from 400 sample areas in 55 localities of the United 
States. The survey showed that 30.4%_of the respondents used butter» 
4[J%_used oleomargarine and butter, 28.9% used oleomargarine and only 
0.7% used neither. The most important objection to _the use of butter 
was the high price in relation to the pr~ce of oleomargarine. Income 
had very little influence on the amount of butter and/or oleomargarine 
used by a family~ Taste9 texture:, keeping quality9 and nutritive 
value were the most common characteristics peiaple looked for when buy-
ing butter er oleomargarine. 
Ba.um and Elkinton (2) interviewed 1~100 buyers in £our large chain 
stores in Seattlev Washingtl!:m. They repor·ted that 40.5% of the resp©n= 
dents used butteri, 37.0% used oleoma:rgarinev and 22.5% used both products. 
Those interviewed :rated butter superii0r t0 oleomargarine f\l)r flavor and 
seasoning prti.lperties. 
Blakley i, McMullini, and Boggs C:3) interviewed a. random 1% of the 
Oklahoma City populatii:m in a dairy products and services survey. Of 
821 families interviewed approximately 25% reported using butter the 
week before the interview. The average weekly consumption of butte~ 
per family was 1. 1 pounds. About 8.3% cif the families :reported using .. 
oleomargarine. This survey also pointed out very little relationship 
of family income to the amount of butter purchased. The average· 
weekly consumption of oleomargarine per family wa.13 1. 3 pounds, 
Colas (4) interviewed 9 du:I'i:ng a sevexi day period 9 424 Oakland 9 
California families 9 and 513 Los AngelesD Cal.ifror:nia families~ She 
reported that 52% of the people used but,teil:" o The avell:"age quantity 
of' butter used by all families surveyed '/J\v&s a little oore than one= 
half a.wund per family per weeko 
Shaffer and. Quackenbush {9) using a consumer panel of appx·oxi= 
mately 240 families selected t® represent a Michigan city of 100 9000 
populatie:m9 found that in food Yalue 63% of the panel pref'e:r:raeld butte:t' 
and only :3% selected oleomargax'ine" ©n the basis of taste 9 $3% Qf 
the panel p:t'e.f erred butter (ji!llll,pared t~ the 7% choosing !CJlei1:ii:maI'gS.ri11e o 
They also canducted an interview survey 1..r.hich in.eluded .316 families. 
They reported that· .38% of the people used bu·ttei:r P 31% used oleo:ma.rgar= 
ine and 29% usedb©th productso 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
.A. SOURCE OF SAMPLES 
1 • .§m.ro?l.e§. ~ flavor·.P,tefereng,,e,. The samples used for the deter-
mination of flavor preference were obtained from various creameries 
throughout the state of Oklahoma. The butter ws gx•aded by a licensed 
Jr.ede:ralbtitter grader. The samples were C©nsidered to be representative 
of the four grades of butter reccgnized by the F'ede:Jr"al government as 
being acceptable for table use 9 nam.elyp Grades AA9 A9 B~ and C. In 
selecting the s~plesp an attempt was .made to pick th~s~ which most 
nearly· matched, the. colQr of the oleomaz•garlne sample selected. The 
samples of butter we~~ printed into tw ... cunce prints using a Dt:iering 
butter printer. Plain pa.rchm.ent9 cut t0 fit 9 'QB.S used in wrapping the 
twe-ounce prints. This :made an attractive and.neat package to present 
t·o · the respo;idents. An identifying•· :t•a.ndmnly selected number was 
placed on.ea.ch sample package so when the sample was unwrapped the 
number appeared on the bottom and could not be seen by the respondento 
This eliminated the pjssibility of the resp©ndent selecting the samples 
by the identifying number. 
The ole~ma.rgarine sample was obtained tr~ a local distribut~r 
in the· form of quarter pound printso This olemnargarine ms selling 
for 32¢ per pound and was considered to be one of the better grades. 
In order to eliminate any dif~erence in appearance between the butter 
and· the oleomargarine sam.ple9 the prints were run through the Doering 
printer and wrapped in the same my a.s were the butter samples. 
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T.li~ _prepared _s~ples were stored in an ice ClJ:eani: ha.~dei~i~. _r~om 
~;nt.~i~~g at a t~perature of o0 to -10° f. until they were needed in 
the suryey ~-
Tllr~µgho11t t~e, f!urv~y p~rie>d th, J;ru.tter sm.npl~s . we,re judged qy 
thr~e cqmpe1;ent. j~ges a.t_ wee~lY. intervalf!. .The. pu,rpose of t,:qis. waf! . 
to check; the ... !S~ples ~or. evid~n~ e of . d~terio.i;'ati9n . from -:the. g!'ad,e. ~:hat 
h~ci .J)een af!f!igne<.i t~ each .. s~ple. lt wa,s _l:'ound. JlE!lCeJf!S~!'Y .. during tJ;ie 
s-µrv~y :t9 ,r~place one sample :with a new one. The .. :ri.ew s~p:i.ELwas se= 
lected and prepared in the. s.~:e ~Iµler,> as. the p.reyio·us sam,ples. . . 
_ ~~- ~a .t2t .Q,Ql~ .W.~!M'..W-~•. Tll.~ s~p:J.es for t.he c9lor 
~e;t'~_renctl w~~e prepared .PY churning 137 grams of 37% cream · in a.malt.'.:'.' 
mLce~. During :the churning process 9 th~ calculated amou..TJ.t .of certified 
comml!lrQial butter color was added to the lots of cream be;ng chur:p.ed. 
A certified color tablet was dissolved in 100 ml. of 95%ethyl alcohol. 
The re!3ulting mixture was filtered through a pE\per f'iltel'. This filtrate 
wa~ ~sad. to color the lots of cream being churned. Wh:tpping of the 
cream~ instead of churning9 'Wl:.l,s prevented by adding small amounts of 
ice water during the churning process. After churning the butter was 
washed and worked out by hand. 
Various shades of colored butter were made up ranging fr©m no 
color to twenty times the normal amount. Five shades wer~ chosen, 
twice nor.maJ. 9 normal, one=ha.lf normalD one=fou.r·th normalD and uncc.1lored. 
The color samples wer~ placed into 50 x 15 mm. Petri dishes. The 
covers were sealed on with masking tape and an identifying lett~r 
placed on the bottoms of each dish. A duplicate set of color samples 
was made up in case of br_eakage of the original siet. 
,3. Samples !o.t ~ pref',e,,r._ep&..e,. The butter samples for the salt 
preference were obtained by dividing twenty-five pounds of unsalted 
sweet cream into'five pound lotsj adding various a.mounts of butter 
salt.9 calculated to the nearest Ool gram and working by hand. The 
amount of salt added to each sample -was as follows~ none~ 0.5%~ 
1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%. 
These five pound lots were ~tored in the hardening room of the 
( 0 0 ) college creamery O to =10 F o o OnJ.y sixty patties at a time were 
printed as needed to help contr©l off' flavors which might a1dse due 
to ~he large surface area of the patso F.ach pat 'Was placed in a 
paper chip~ covered with another chip and an identifying letter 
placed on the bottom. The salt samples were then restored in the 
hardening room until they ·were needed in the su:rveyo 
The flavor and salt samples were tempered overnight at apprll..)xi= 
0 
mately 36 F. before using in the surveyo The morning the samples 
were to be used.9 sets of the flavor samples were placed into paper 
bags ~nd sets of the salt samples were placed into smaller paper 
bags. The smaller bags of salt samples then were placed into the 
· · bags of flavor samples o This made a convenient package which could 
be easily carried by the.interviewer to the respondentsV houses. 
To keep the samples at spreading temperature throughout the sampling 
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day 9 the sacks of samples were stox'ed i11 a one gallon foe cream packer. 
B. MEI'HOD OF SAMPLING-
1. Stlection .QI, JJ,uiygs_e,. The random sample ms draw from the 
households in Payne Cou;nty9 Oklahomao Since the population ©f Okla= 
homa is appr®iximately 50% urban, 25% riiral .. non=f'ann ( towns of 2l)500 
or less population) and 25% ru:ral fa.rm people 9 the sample -was appr1;;,rl-
mately in this pr~portion. 
The households in the sample were selected by appriDpriate statist!:=:-
cal procedure as determined by Dro Carl Marshall and Mr. John W. Hamblen 
of the Statistical Laboratory at Oklahoma A and M College. In the cities 
and towns the households were selected randomly by numbering the dwell-
ing units of each street beginning on one side of the town or city9 and 
selecting every nth household depending on the size of sample to be 
dra;wn. In the rural areas the households were selected by numbe:r'ing 
the households in random selected sections and inter-vievr.Lng every nth 
household D depending on the size of sample required o If a resprj)nde:n.t 
was not home or refused to be intervieMed 9 a recall 'WaS made at a 
later dateo If the resp:mdent still wa.s absent or refused again an 
alternate household ws called on and interviewed" 
2a ~ Qi :the. Q,]Je.§tJ,.o=~· The qu.f.lStfonnaire used 
in this survey :resulted from the experiences gained with questitmna.ires 
used in the two previous surveys at this stationo The first question= 
naire was made up to test the repeatability and acceptance of questions 
which appeared to be useful f©:t' the survey o The .fi.:rst questfonnai:r'e 
was tested on twenty rand©im selected raspoindentso The questions 
which were discovered t© be misleadingi, not I'epeata.ble~ or biased 
were discarded or revised. The resulti,ng questionnaira was used by 
Olson and Von Gunten (8) in the preliminary study 110:f 1955" 
The questfonnai.re for the pl'ese:nt study ·was modified to include 
blanks for the salt and ce:»lor preferences of the I\Sisp-ond.ants. Some 
of the questions used by Olsrin and Von Gunten (8) were considered 
irrelevant and were eliminated o A co pry of the questiti:nnah•e is shm,m 
on page 9 o The questionnaire required from twe:nty to thir'ty minutes 
to answer fully and completely. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR BUTTER 
I. Rank of samples according to several characteristics: Schedule No. __ 
Users Code __ _ 
Location.~~~~ 
1 Re 
5. (a) Salt (b) Color _______ _ 
II. Would you prefer good butter or good oleomar$arine with respect to 
the .following: (Interviewer's code: Butter (1) Oleo (2) No choice (o) 
Prefereni;;§~ 
Appearance 
Taste, 
Spreadability· 
Food value 
Digestibility 
_un_1-·i-o-rm...,.1t_y._.o_r._...gp.a.......,1=i-t~y~~~~~~~~~-~~~ 
!}e~ping gjJ,ality 
Gookin($ Q..Ua.l.i,ty 
Others 
III. How many persons no~lly eat here (No. in: family 
at home 1 plus boarders) ? 
IVoa.How much oleomargarine does your family use per week? _____ ...,,l=b=p_,1,.,1)., 
b.If oleomargarine were the same price as b11tter is ~ow, 
would you use less oleomargarine ? Yes~_Nl(j)=~= 
V. a. How much butter does your fa:mily l.l.se per _week ? 
boWhat per cent of your weekly supply of butter do you 
- lbk 
use for cooking, baking, etc:? , ~_, ____ $,_,.... 
c.I.f butter were the same price as oleomargarine is nowp 
would you use more butter? Yes~No~~~-
VI. If the price of high grade oleomargarine were fixed 
at 30¢ what price would you be willing to pay for the 
kind of butter you want? 
VII. 'What is the approximate income of the family per year? 
t200 Lo r r600 ro 
1
6000. 
1
2200 
1
8/AO 
(0) (1) (2) . (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
¢ per lb. 
I 
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3. ~~AA+Qlle ~_,¥3,tervi~wit1g,. All the interviewillg was carried 
out by the authQr.? riuring a t;wo JD.O!l:l;h peri9d (March 12 to ~Y 14g ,1956). 
The author was trained by Von Gunten ($). in the techniques used :i.n 
the preliminary study. The procedure used in interviewing was as 
follows. 
The respondents were first asked to select which color sample 
they preferred of the five that were displayed to them. They were then 
asked to taste the salt samples and select the one that appeal.ed ''. to 
their taste. The five flavor samples were prepared by unwrapping 
and arranging in random order. The respondents were then asked to 
judge and place the five samples on appearance. The samples were 
then rearranged, the ends cut off and the respondent ws asked to 
taste out of the center of each sample and to rank the samples in 
order offtavor preference. They were then asked to judge the spread-
ability by spreading each sample onto a paper bag with a table knife. 
· Each respondent was asked whe~he; ... he or she thought any of the five 
. ··":_.,: .. ·,,, . 
samples was oleomargarine and was allowed to taste the samples again 
if necessary to render a decision. 
The questions on the questionnaire were read verbatim to each 
respondent. If any explanation ws needed the interviewer attempted 
to give a complete and objective answer and not to bias the answer 
of the respondent. 
Some respondents refused to taste the samples or to answer all 
the ques\ions on the questionnaire. In these cases the portions 
~hey refused to answer were left blank. All the information they 
did give to the interviewer ws used in the analysis of the results. 
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C • CALCULATION OF FLAVOR, APPEARANCE, AND SPREADABILITY RESULTS 
The procedure .for calculating the results for·the flavor~ appear-
ance9 spreadability portion of the survey is described by Lucas (7). 
It is a method where a record is kept of the number of people placing 
each sample first, second, third~ fourth, or fifth (referred to as the 
numerical placing). Each sample was then rated by multiplying the 
number of respondents placing it by the numerical placing. The 
sample having the lowest rat:tng would rank first. The results obtained 
by this method will be referred to as 11the score" throughout this 
paper. 
ElCPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR FLAVOR OF VARIOUS GRADES OF BUTTER AND 
OLEOMARGARINE 
The main purpose of this survey was to de.termine what grade of 
butter the consumers prefer. The butter used in this survey was Federal 
graded samples representing Grades AA9 A~ B9 and C of butter. A good 
brand of oleomargarine was used to determine where the consumer ranks 
oleomargarine in reiation to the various grades of butter. 
Out of a total of 216 respondents interviewed only 189 respondents 
tasted the samples for flavor preference. Some reasons advanced by the 
27 respondents for not tasting were most generally9 IIThe doctor has me 
on a non-fat diet"~ or II I·~ not allowed to eat salt. 11 The 189 respond-
ents representing urban)) rural·-non-farm~ .and .farm population groups 
examined the samples .. and ranked each sample of butter and the sample of 
oleomargarine in order of preference for flavor. The procedure for 
calculating the ~sults is described by Lucas (7). 
The results obtained from 189 respondents on the preference ratings 
. 
for flavor for the four grades of butter and one sample of oleomargarine 
are shown in Table I. The samples were ranked on flavor in the following 
order: Grades A, AA, and B of butter9 oleoma.rgarine 9 and Grade C butter. 
The scores were: 490, 5129 5189 6349 and 681 respectively. The scores 
on the first three samples were very close as only 22 points separated 
Grade A butter fronrGrade AA butter and only 6 points separated Grade 
AA butter from Grade B butter and there were only 28 points difference 
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TABLE I 
CONS"(JlvUm PREFERENCE FOR. FLAVOR OF VARIOUS GRADES 
OF BUTTER AND OF OLEOMARGARI!JE 
- J GRADES OF BUTTER 
1.3 
AA A B C OLEOMARGARIN E 
rJl rJl rJl 
' 
I'll rJl 
~ .p ~ ~ ~ I'll s::: I'll I'll rJl t:(j (I) 14 (I) 14 (I) 14 Q) 
~* 
Q) 14 
M 
C+-t 'E Q) * fH 'E Q)* C+-t 'E (!) * ! 'U 4-i 'E Q) * 
.~ ;~ § (1) § Q) C+-t s:I s (I) § Q) 0.. 0 8. 0. 8. oa ' 0 8. 0 8. g 0 I'll 14 fll 14 tll 14 I'll 14 ctJ • t:(j • 11.l s::: 0 • f1.l s::: 0 I • rt:I s::: 0 0 11.l s:I 0 
~ ~ ~~ 0 CJ 0~ 0 CJ ~~ 0 0 ~Jj 0 () ~~ 0 e.> 0 Cf) :z"j • 0 Cll otll 0 Cl) OCl'.l 
Entire ! 
Group 1st. 49 49 51 51 40 40 19 19 .31 .31 
2nd, 38 76 48 96 ' 5.3 106 ' 22 44 27 54 I 
.3rd. 46' 1.38 .38 114 I 4d 120 38 114 27 81 
4th, .32· 128 .31 124 28 112 I · 46 184 52 208 
5th, 24 120 21 105 28 140 64 .320 52 260 
Total 189 512. 189 490 189 518 . 189 681 189 634 
Rank** 2 1 3 5 4 
·~ = 
Urban 1st. 11 11 21 21 15 15 10 10 12 12 
2nd. 15 30 16 32 ?1 42 8 16 9 18 
3rd~. 17 51 14 42 15 45 . I 16 48 f 7 21 4th. i 14 56 10 40 9 36 14 56 :; 22 88 
5th.: 12 60 8 40 9 45 21 105 i 19 95 
Total 69 208 ·69 175 69 183 ···69 2.35 I 69 234 
i Rank** 3 1 2 5 4 .. 
I 
----~ =-~-- -· = 
Rural 1st. 19 19 14 14 15 15 6 6 11 11 hon- 2nd. +O 20 ·2 44 l7 .34 ',, ~ l6 8 16 i 
R"arm .3rd. 19 57 15 45 ···9 27 12 .36 10 30 
4th. :t:3 52 7 28 13 52 16 64 16 64 
5th. 1 4 20 7 35 11 55 · 23 115 20 100 
Total 65 168 65 166 65 183 65 2.37 65 221 
Rank** i 2 1 3 
' 
4 
' \ 
-
... 
I 
Farm 1st. 18 18 J 16 16 10 10 .3 3 8 8 
2nd. 14 28 I 10 20 15 30 .. 6 12 
I 
10 20 
3rd~ l~ 30 '9 27 lEi 48 lQ 30 10 30 4th. J. 20 14 56 !6 '24 i@ 64 14 56 5th. .s 40 6 30 8 40 20 100 I 1.3 65 Total 
·I 55 1.36 55 149 55 152 
I 
55 209 55 179 
Rank** I 1 2 3 5 I 4 I 
* Consumer score calculated by the method described by Lucas {7). 
** Lowest total ct:msume:r score ranks first · 
between the first choice (Grade_ AJ:i.utt!3.J::}and _the third Ghoi9~ __ (Gr.a4~ 
B butter). There -was a much la/!'ger spread (116 points) between Grade 
B butter and oleomargarine and (47 points) between oleomargarine and 
Grade C butter. 
Grade A butter was probably placed over Grade AA butter by many 
of the respondents because it had the higher degree of flavor.11 which 
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the people are accustomed to in Oklahoma. Grade AA butter was criticized 
by many of the respondents for being "flatD" "tasteless9 11 etc. Grade 
B butter ws- .. no'j; generally criticized by the respondents J) but some of 
the consumers objected to the definite flavor defects present in this 
grade of but~er. 
There -was a 116 point drop from'.the third place sample (Grade B 
butter) to the fourth place sample (oleomargarine). The oleomargarine 
sample was criticized for tasti:rig "greasy.11" lltasteless 9 11 and "flat." 
A total of 47 points separated the oleomargarine from the fifth place 
sample (Grade C butter). A total of 163 points separated the Grade C 
butter (fifth place) from the Grade B butter (third place). There 
appeared to be a very strong obj action by the consume:t"S to Grade C 
butter which received many crit;Lcisms for tasting •0sourv 11 11 old 9 11 
~!rancidJ) 11 ~nd lltoo strong. 11 
The top three grades of butter are much preferred by the people 
of Oklahoma. to oleomargarine and to Grade C butter. One of the 
reasons the respondents preferred Grade A butter was probably because 
the consumers are accustomed to considerable flavor in butter" Grade 
AA butter was ranked in second place behind Grade A butter because the 
people generally objected to the flat taste of the Grade AA butter. 
From the results it appears that to compete successfully with 
oleomargarine, the butter would have to be at least a Grade B, ldth 
Grade A butter preferred. Grade AA butter could probably be made more 
attractive to the people by an intelligent use of good starter culture 
to impart a distinct flavor to the butter. 
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Six.ty-nine of the 189 respondents were urban dwellers. The results 
of their rankings of the samples on flavor are sho'Wn. in Table I. The 
samples were ranked on flavor in the following orderi Grade Av B9 AA 
of butter, oleomargarine 9 and Grade C buttero The scores were~ 175v 
1839 2089 2349 and 235 9 respectivelyo Only 8 points separated Grades 
A and B of butter9 25 points separated Grade B butter and Grade AA 
butter9 and 26 points separated the Grade AA butter and 9leQmargarj,ne. 
The placing of Grade A butter first and.Grade B butter sec1.>nd differs 
slightly from the trend pointed out above for all· the respondentso 
The urban consumers of Oklahoma appear to prefer the higher degree of 
flavor present in the Grades A and B of butter than in ~;rade AA buttero 
Grade AA butter was ranked 25 points behind the Grade B butter9 pointing 
up that the urban consumers do not care for the rather flat taste of 
this butter. Only 1 point separa.t~d ~he oleoma.rga:dne and Grade. C 
butter indicating both were preferred equally well by the urban respond-
ents. 
Sixty-five of 't;he respondents interviewed live iti· the ruralcnon-
farm. area of Payne County. The results of their ranking of the 
samples on flavor are also shown in Table I. The samples were ranked 
in the following orderi Grades,A9 :AA~ and B of butte:rp oleomargarine 9 
and Grade C butter. The scores wereg 1669 16$9 183.9 221.9 and 237 
respectiv~ly. Only two points separated Grade A butter (first place) 
from Grade.AA butter (second place). A total of 15 points separated 
the Grade AA butter ( second ~.ace) from Grade B butte1"' ( third place). 
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Grade B butter was separated :t>Y 38 p<:>ints fromoleomarga.r~El (fourth 
place). 1'"· : :· ' Oleomargarine was ·separated by 16 points from Grade C butter 
(fifth place). 
The two point spread between the Grade A butter and Grade AA butter 
samples was very small, indicating that both were preferred equally 
well by the consumers in the rural non-farm group. The spread was 
considerably greater (15 points) between the second place sample 
(Grade AA butter) and the third place sample (Grade B butter). This 
is perhaps a normal spread of points. Again9 the oleomargarine and 
Grade C butter were objected to for 'the same reasons as stated before. 
A total of 55 of the 189 respondents-represented the farm population 
of Payne County. The results obtained from these 55 re~pondents are 
• 
shown in Table I. The samples were ranked o:n flavor in the following 
order: Grades AA 9 Aj and B of butter~ oleomarga.rine 9 and Grade C 
butter. The scores wera 1369 149~ 152» 179j and 209 respectively. 
Again the top three grades of butter were in a distinct group9 as only 
a total of 16 points separated the first place from the thil•d place 
sample. It may be pointed out that the farm group of respon,dents 
was the only group 'Which placed the tQp three grades of butter in 
the same order as the Federal butter graders. Since many of the 
respondents in the farm group ma:rket cream and millr'"S t,hey are probably 
abl~ ~o pick out certain defectswhi~h could not be detected by the 
respondents in the urban and rural--non-farrn. gr.oups. A possible 
reason for placing Grade B but~er so close to Grade A butter 'WOUld 
be that many of the farm respondents churn their butter f:r'om sour 
cream.9 and thus the Grade B butter 'W!Ould be more nearly the flavor 
of their farm churned butter. 
The fam group ranked the oleomargarine fa:r behind the third place 
sample (Grade B butter) and 30 points separated the oleomargarine 
sample (fourth place) from the Grade C butter (fifth place)o 
.In comparing the rankings of the three groups of respondents 9 
. 
urban 9 rural-non-farm:9 and fa:rm 9 the samples seemed to be put into 
three classes~ namely~ Grades AA9 A9 and B butter in the top class 9 
oleomargarine in the middle class 9 and Grade C butter in the lowest 
class. The oleomargarine -was ranked in fom:th place by every g:roup 9 
and it was a definite choice above the poor quality Grade C butter 
which was a last choice of e,9.ch of the three groups. 
It may be noted in comparing the three groups of :respondents 
that the fa.rm :respondents were more critical in their placing of the 
samples. It may be remembered that the farm group was the only 
group to place the top three samples exactly as the Federal butter "' 
grader. The farm group exhibited more interestD knowledgev and 
cooperation when placing the samples as compared to the urban group. 
Frequently the farm respondents ratast,ed the samples t·w© or more 
times before reaching a decision on the ranking of the sampleso 
By comparison the urban group often hurried through the samples 
and at times appeared to be guessing a.t the ranking of the samples o 
It may be remembered that the urban group exhibited the w:rst results 
when compared to the Federal grading of the sampleso 'rhe r-ill"al=non= 
farm group seemed to be about the same as the fal!."'fll gr.::mpo This 
group included respondents who also churned their 01im butte:ro Quite 
possibly what was said about the fs.:rm group could also be applied 
to the rural=non=farm group in :regard to the placing of the samples. 
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B. CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS GRADES OF 
BUTTER AND OF OLEOMARGARINE 
1. Consumer preference £g,t §.preadabili.]j!:. The 216 respondents 
were asked to test the samples of butter and the sample of oleomargarine 
for spreadability. The respondents were requested to spread each sample 
with a table knife onto the surface of a brow paper sack. The samples 
were stored in a well irn:;ulated ice cream packer in an attempt to main-
tain the samples at a suitable spreading temperature. 
Only the results from 189 respondents were used in the final 
analysis of the spreadability test as 27 respondentsV results were not 
used either• because the samples we1•e too warm to spread or t:qe respond= 
ent re.f'used to test the spreadability. The procedu:r·e for calculating 
the results is described by Lucas (7). 
The results obtained from 189 respondents on the·preference ratings 
for sprea<:1.ability for the four grades of butter and the one s~ple of 
oleomargarine are shown in Table II. The samples were ranked on 
spreadability in the following orderg oleomargarine, Grades A9 AA9 
B~ .and C of butter. The scores were~ 456 9 5029 5669 5819 and 730 
' . . 
respectively. A total of 46 points separated oleoma,rgarine from Grade 
A butte~~ The results indicates that the respondents considered 
oleoma;garine definitely superior.in sprt:iadabi;lity t©J the variousv-
gl:'ades of buttero A total of 64 points separated Grades A and AA 
butter9 indi~ating .. tlla1; .the Gta4e A butter had better spreadability 
than the Grade AA butter. A total of 15 points separated Grad~ B_ 
butter and Grade AA butter9 indicating the spreadability of the two 
were ,a.pout the same. A total of 149 points separated Grade B butter 
(fourth place) from Grade C butter (fifth place). Grade C butter 
~- TABLE II 
CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR SPREA.DABILITY OF VARIOUS GRADES 
OF BUTTER AND OF OLEOMARGARINE 
En'tire 
Group I lsto, 
2ndo! 
3rdo 
4tho 
5tho 
Total 
Rank*'l~ 
Urban lsto 
2nd. 
.'.3rd. 
4tho 
5tho 
Total 
ti) 
~ (l) 
l+-l 'E oa 
Q .. m 
~~ 
38 
37 
35 
46 
33 
189 
3 
17 
12 
7 
19 
17 
72 
Ul 
4::> 
(I.) i::: 
~ w 
CD * 1~'E § Q) 0 0 
I'/) I'-! (1.. 
~ c) I o m 
0 O O ~ 
o~j~ 
I 
I 
.38 47 
74 47 
105 4.3 
184 28 
165 24 
566 189 
17 18 
24 16 
21 21 
76 7 
85 10 
223 '72 
r!.l 
!cl 
il) * 
~@ 
ta i:., 
i:l 0 
0 0 
001 
47 
94 
129 
112 
120 
502 
2 
18 
32 
6.3 
28 
50 
191 
! 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
21 21 14 14 69 69 
43 86 2.3 46 39 78 
52 156 27 81 1 32 96 
47 188 36 144 I 32 128 
26 130 t 89 445 17 85 
189 .. 581 \ 189 730 t 189 456 
4 i 5 I 1 
l ~ I ====r=· """"""=~==-==!,:-= 
4 4 i 7 7 ' 26 26 
29 40 11 22 I 13 26 
18 54 14 42 12 36 
17 68 15 60 14 56 
13 6s 2s 125 I 1 35 
72 231 . 72 256 72 179 
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Rank** 3 
i:.::::c=:=~r-::· - ·=:;:a:;::,:·- ~- ===·-~.::,o 
4 , 5 · l 
~~==~r;,==··=--==-l,-- ""==-c"~·=o= 
10 1ot 3 3 2.4 24 
13 26 7 14 15 30 
18 54 . 7 21 10 JO 
17 68 10 40 10 40 
-~ Rural lsto 13 13 16 16 
non~, 2nd. 13 26 1s 36 I 
Farm 3rd. 18 54 1.3 .39 j 
8 40 .39 . 19 5 7 3 5 
66 198 66 273 66 159 
4 l 5 1 
1=7~= ;t-4=-~~4-~=a~~==l9 = 
10 20 l 5 10' 11 22 
4th. 18 72 11 44 r, 
5th. 4 20 8 40 ! Total 66 185 66 175 
RankiHl- 3 2 l 
,::;:: ~:;~·- ~~=-= 
Farm lsto 8 8 13 1.3 I; 
2nd. 12 24 13 26 I 
lb 9 27 16 48 ! 6 18 10 30 
5tho i 12 60 ii 6 JO 1~ ~; i ~~ 1~ ~ i~ 
Total I 51 4 158 51 136 51 152 I 51 201- 51 118 
Rank** ~~--=--1 ~=2~=--L~ __ J-==s~~ --===~~= 
.'.3rd; 30 I 
4tho 9 36 I 10 40 I ! 
* Consumer score calculated by method described by Lucas (7). 
** Lowest total consumer score ranks first. 
was criticized by many respondents for being 9 11too hard to spread. !ff 
Seventy-two of the respondents were urban dwellers. They ranked 
the sample.a on spreadability in the following orderg oleomargarine 9 
Grades A~ AAj B, and C of butter. The scores wereg 179~ 191, 223 9 
2.31, and 256 respectively. It may be noted that.the ranking of the 
samples by the urban group was the same as the entire group~s rank-
ing of' the samples. The magnitude of' spread of poi.nts 'Wa.S less 
between the oleomargarine and Grade AA butter in the urban tbs. n in 
the entire group. As before the Grade C butter was ranked in last 
place. 
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Sixty..:.six: of the respondents were in the rural=non=farm gripup. 
They 1•anked the samples in the following orderg oleomargarine, Grades 
A9 AA.9 Bs and C of butter. The scores were 9 159~ 175s 185v 198 and 
.27.3 respectively. The ranking of the five samples was· the same as 
noted in the entire group and urban group. 
Fifty-one of the respondents were in the farm group. They ranked 
the samples in the following order: oleOID.t:!,rgarine9 Grades A9 BJ) AA9 
and C of butter. The scores were 118v 1.369 1529 158)) a,tld.201 
respectively. Oleomargarine again ranked first and the Grade C 
butter was again ranked last. The·interesting thing about this 
group -was the placing of Grade AA butter fourth instead of third where 
the other gr~mps had placed ito The sample @f Grade AA butter used 
in sampling of the urban and rural,non-farm respondents had 9 on weekly 
examination9 showed signs of deterioration. A new sample of Grade AA 
butter from a different creamery replaced it fl(;}r the sampling of the 
farm respondents. The results_indicate that the new Grade AA butter 
sample had poorer spreadability than the first sample of G:rade AA butter. 
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In comparing the three groups of respondentsD urbanJ rural-non= 
farm9 and farm~ it -was noted that oleomargarine al-ways ranked first 
and the Grade C butter last in each of the three groups of respondents. 
Most of the respondents remarked that the oleomargarine spreads 
"smoothly" and nevenly11 9 while the Grade C butter was criticized 
for being 11crumbly9 11 "rolls up9 11 and 11hard to spread. 11 
2. Qiinstm!~ R,refe;rence i.QJ;, rna.,t'WJ,Ge o The samples of butter 
and the sample of oleomargarine used in judging flavor and spread= 
ability were also judged on general appearanceo An effort was made 
to obtain the same shade of color fo::r all the samples but t,here wa.s 
some variation in the color among the samples. This was very un= 
fortunate as many of the respondents showed a definite tendency 
to place the samples entirely on color. 
Three experienced butter judges ranked the ·samples 9 on the 
basis of color from the darkest shade to the lightest shade 9 as 
follows~ Grades AA9 A9 Bj C of butter and the sample of oleomargarine. 
Of a total of 216 respondents only the results fr©m 206 were 
used. The other ten respondents had placed the samples as being 
the same in appearance. In the final analysis these have been 
discarded. 
The results obtained from the 206 respondents on the p1"'efere:nce 
ratings .ftn' appearance for the four grades of butter and the cone 
sample of' oleomargarine are sho-wn in Table III. The samples were 
ranked on appearance in the following order~ Grades B9 A9 and AA 
of butte:z\ oleornargarinep and Grade C butter. The scores were 4815> 
1~915> 587.$> '725 9 and 806 respectivelya The samples placings were 
almost entirely based on the color of the samples. The two 
~ 
TABLE III 
CONSUMER PR$FERENGli: FOR APP,EAR,ANCE OF VARl:.OUS GRADES 
OF BUTTF.R AND OF OLEOMARGARINE 
c-- ... 
GBADFS OF BUTTER 
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AA A B C OLEOMARGA RINE 
= 
ro £1) in I'll I'll 
~ - -~ ~ ~ ... ¥ .... ~ U1 ro ro ·S:: U1 (!) ~ a:) ~ <O> i'-i (!) ~ © 
bO 
4-1 'E ID * . I fH 'E Q) * 4-l 'E Q) * '"d (!) * fH 'El $::1 ~ (lj ~ ID ~ @ f1-1 s::: § iD fr o,-j 0 &. 08.. oa oa , 0 0 0 00 ~J m H 11..l lL; ro ~ 0.. 
0 c15 • Ol s::: 0 0 m s::: 0 0 ro ~ 0 • co i:l 0 0 !;/2 
lE rl ~& 0 0 0 @ 0 C) ~~ 0 0 J~~ 0 0 ~al ~ 0 Cf.l z l):j 0 Cl) 0 Cf.l 0 Cll 
I 
~ ~ 
Entire lsto 47 47 60 60 57 57 I 15 15 27 
Group 2ruL 41 82 6.3. 126 66 132 16 32 I 20 
3rd.· 45 135 41 123 50 150 35 105 35 
4th •. 42 168 28 112 · .. 23 92 46 184 I 67 5th. 31 155 14 · 70 . 10 50 94 470 57 
Total 206 587 206 491 206 481 206 806 206 
Rank** 3 2 1 5 4 
- --·--~ 
Urban 1st. 19 19 23 23 14 14 10 10 11 
2nd. 14 28 24 48 27 54 6 12 6 
3rd. 10 30 15 45 24 72 14 4.2 14 
4th.· 19 76 8 32 9 36 19 76 22 
5th. 15 75 7 35 3 15 28 140 24 
Total 77 228 77 183 77 191 '17 280 77 
Rank** 3 1 2 5 4 
= 
Rural 1st. 16 16 22 22 25 25 0 0 9 
non= 2nd. 17 .34 24 48 20 40 4 8 7 
Farm 3rd. 19 57 14 42 12 36 13 39 14 
4th. 10 40 10 40 12 48 15 60 25 
5th. 10 50 2 10 3 15 40 200 17 
Total 1 72 19'7 72 162 72 164 72 307 I 72 Rank*1~ 3 l 2 5 4 
" I -- ~~~~ Farm I · 18 18 5 5 1st.I 12 12 I 15 15 7 
2nd.j 10 20 15 30 19 38 1 6 12 I 7 
Jrdo! 16 48 12 36 14 42 8 24 ! 7 4th. 13 52 10 L;.O 2 8 12 48 ! 20 
5th. 6 JO 5 25 4 20 26 130 I 16 Total 57 162 57 l?,6 57 126 57 219 57 
Rank** 3 2 1 5 ' 4 I i I 
, !: i 
~ 
* Consumer score calculated by the method described by Lucas ( 7) " 
** Lowest total consumer score ranks firs't. 
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4P 
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268 
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11 
12 
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9 
14 
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85 
250 
·-o 
7 
14 
21 
80 
80 
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lov1e~~ place samples (oleomargarine and Grade C butter) were the 
lightest shade of yellow. 
Seventy-seven of the respondents were urban dwellers. They 
ranked the samples in•the following order: Grades A, B9 a.nd AA of 
butterll oleomargarine 9 and Grade C butter. The scores were: 18.3j) 
1919 2289 27.3 9 and 280 respectively. It may be noted that the 
ranking of the samples by the urban group was different from the 
total group ranking of the samples. 
Seventy-two of the respondents W&"'e rural: •non=fam dwellers. 
They ranked the samples on appearance in the following orderg Grades 
Al> B9 and AA of butter9 oleomargarine9 and Grade C butter. The 
scores w.erei 1629 1649 197v 250~ and .307 respectively. The rank= 
ing of the samples by this group was the same as noted for the urban 
groups. 
Fifty-seven of the respondents were fa.:rm dwellers. They ranked 
the samples on appearance in the following order: Grades B9 Av and 
AA of butter 9 oleomargarine D and Grade C butter. The scores we1•e ~ 
l26j 146D 1629 2029 and 219 respectively. The inte1"esti.ng thing 
to note about this group was ·~he placing of Grade B butter over 
Grade A butter. The farm group place the samples ·the same as t.ha 
entire group of respondents. The farm group9 again displayed moJee 
interest and cooperation than the other groups in the ranking of the 
samples on appearance. 
In comparing the three groups it was noted that the urban and 
rural-·non=farm groups ranked the samples exactly the same o The farm 
group differed from the other two groups in placing Grade B butter 
over Grade A buttero All three groups showed a tendency to rank the 
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samples on color9 • however9 the farm group seemed to make a more cons,-
cientious effort to place the samples on general appearanceo 
,G. CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF BUTTER 
1. ~ preference o Five samples of b,utter containing different 
amounts of salt (0% 9 Oo5% 9 lo0%J 1.5% and 2.0%) were preparedo The 
respondents were requested t© taste each of the samples and then 
select the one that contained the amount of salt they preferredo 
The results from only 189 respondents were used in the final 
analysis of the salt preference test because 27 of the respondents 
refused to taste the salt samples either because of doctorVs orders or 
Gther personal reasonso The results obtained on the salt preference 
test are shown in Table IV. 
For the entire group of 189 respondents 27067% preferred the 1.5% 
salt sam.ple 9 23.79%.preferred the LO% salt sample)) 22082% preferred 
the 2o0% salt sample 9 20.87% preferred the Oo5% salt sample 9 and only 
4.85% preferred the unsalted sampleo . More of the ~espondents preferred 
. 
the lo5% salt sample than any of the others but the differences in 
preference were not great. 
For the urban group of respondents 25.00% preferred the 2oO% salt 
sample 9 25.00% pre,ferred the L:5% 9 25oOO% pre.fer1°ed the 1.0% salt 
sample 9 15 ~·00% prefeI'll:'ed the O o 5% salt sample 9 and 10 o 00% praf'ei':':red 
the unsalted sampleo The urban group showed a p?'eference for the 
200%9 1.5% and 1.0% salt sa.mples 9 or the same as the enti~e group of 
189 respondentso 
For the rural-non=fa:r.m group of res!XJ>ndents 32.35% preferred the 
0.5% salt sample 9 29041% pref'eITed the unsalted sample and the L5% 
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TABLE IV 
CONf;lw,IER . PREFERENCE FOR. SALT CONTENT IN, BUTTER 
Unsalted 0.5% LO% L5% 2.0% 
Group Salt Salt Salt Salt 
% % % i % 
Entire Grdup 4.85 20.87 23.79 ?,7.67 22.82 
Urban 10.00 15.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 
Rural tion-Farm 29.41 32.35 25.00 29.41 10.29 
Farm o.oo "15.52 20.69 'd,'-j .j.L 34.48 
TABLE V 
,, 
CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR SHADE OF COLOR OF. ,.BUTTER 
Un- t Normal t Normal = Norma.1·· Twice Nomal 
Group Colored Color* Color* Coler* Color* 
% J % ! % 
Entire Gr0up 2.79 19.53 11.63 57.67 .· 8.37 
Urban 5.95 •. 17 .86 10076 58.33,,:; 7.14 
Rural Mon-Farm 1.39 15.28 15.28 56.94 11.11 
Farm o.oo 27.12 8.47 57.63 6.78 
* For ctilculation of color see experimental method section. 
salt sample9 25.00% prefe'.lt'Ted the 1.0% salt sample and 10.29% pre= 
feITed the 2.0% salt sample. The rural-non-farm group differs from 
the other two groups in that this group showed a stronger preference 
for the unsalted and the 0.5% salt sample. 
For the farm group of respondents 34.48% preferred the 2.0% 
salt sample9 29.31% preferred the 1.5% salt sample9 . 20.69% preferred 
the 1.0% salt sample 9 15.52% preferred the 0.5% salt sample and 
none preferred the unsalted sample. The farm group showed a strong 
preference for the 1.5 and 2.0% salted samples. 
In each group there was no clear cut choice for any of the 
samples. It appeared that a wide range of salt in butter could occur 
before the consumer would discriminate against it. 
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2. Color preference. Five samples of butter containing dif.fe:t.'~nt 
amounts of color (uncolored 9 one-fourth normal C©>lor9 one-half no?mal 
color9 normal color9 and twice normal color) were prepared and placed 
into 50 X 150 mm. Petri disheso The respondents were requested t6 
select the one sample of the five which they preferred for color of 
butter. The results ob;ti,i.ned are show-n in Table V. 
For the entire g:rciup of 216 respondents 9 .. 57. 67% preferred the 
no:rpaal color sam.ple 9 19.53% prefer:red the_one"."'f'ourth normal col®ill:' 
sample 9 lL 63% preferred the one-half no~ c.olo:r ... sample v 8. 37% 
pref!3?Ted the twice no:rmal color sample and only 2.79% pr.ef'eI"red the 
uncolored sample. The entire group of 216 respondents showed a 
majority preferring the no:tmal color sample. 
For the urban group of respondents 58.33% prefeI"I'ed the no:rm.al 
color9 17.86% preferred the one-fourth :r.L©X'IDB.l color9 10.76% preferred 
the one-half nor.mal color9 7.14% preferred the twice no?mal color9 
and 5o95% preferred the uncolored sample 'Which is in general agree= 
ment with the preference for the entire group of 216 respondents. 
For the rural non-farm group of respondents 56.94% preferred the 
. 
normal colorj 15028% preferred the one-fourth normal color9 and the 
one-half normal color9 11.11% preferred the twice normal color9 
and only 1.39% preferred the uncolored sample. 
For the farm group of respondents 57.63% preferred the normal 
color» 27.12% preferred the one-fiourth normal color9 8.47% prefer!"ed 
the one=half no:nna.1 color9 6.78% prefe~red the twice nol'mai color 
and none preferred the uncolored sample. 
In comparing the three groups it was noted that a majr1:nrity in 
each group preferred the normal color butter and that the ranking of 
the other four samples were the same for the three groups. It can 
be assumed that the butter now placed on the market in Oklahoma is 
of the approximate shade of color that the consumer prefers. 
D. COMPARISON OF BUTTER AND OLEOMARGARINE 
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1. Ability 2! .c.onsmo,er1;t ~ !l§tect Q,leomargariue,. The respondenf~ 
had not been infor.m.ed that one sample of the five used for the flavor 9 
spreadabili ty ~ and appearance tests was oleoma.rga:t"ine o 'When they 
finished these tests they were then asked if' they thought any ®if 
the samples was oleomargarine" The results ©bta.ined a;ra show in 
Table VI. 
Only 17.14% of the entire group@£ 189 ~espondents 9 19.51% of 
the urban respondents$> 15007% of the rural· 0 ,non=farm reijp::mdents 9 
and 15.52% of the farm respondents correctly identified the oleomargacine 
sample. 
In comparing the three groups it was noted that the urban 
respondents had a higher percentage selecting the oleomargarine than 
either of the other two groups. The respondents showed a rather poor 
ability to detect oleomargarine from among. the five samples which 
indicates that oleomaJciga.rine may be su'bat:ll.tu.tad f~r butt,er w:1:t:,hout it.a 
being detected readily by the average consumer. 
TABLE VI 
ABILITY OF RESPONDENTS TO DETECT OLEOMARGARINE 
% % 
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.Respondent Gro:JJ,ps 
Entire Group 
Urban 
Rural-non-farm 
Correctly 
,ne;t,ected oJ e~rine 
Incorrectly 
Detected oleom.a~arine 
Farm 
17.14 
19.51 
15.07 
15.52 
82.86 
80.49 
84.9.3 
84.48 
2. ,9onsum~s1opinions of butter .§Ea of oleomargarine. The 
anti.re group of 216 respondents were asked for their opinions of., 
good butter or good oleomargarine with respect ~othe followingg 
appearance~ taste.9 spreadability9 food valuev q.igestibility.9 unifonn-: 
ity of quality9 keeping quality9 and cooking quality (see section II 
of the questi.onnaire). One of three answers was acceptable 9 butterD 
oleomargarine or no choice. '.rhe results obtained are show in 
Table VII. 
The opinions on appearance:fb~ the entire group of 216 respondents 
showed that 56002% preferred butter9 17.13% preferred oleomargarine.9 
and 26.85% had no choice. Fo'r the urban group9 5.3.57% preferred butter9 
19.05% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 27 • .38% had no choice. Fo·r the 
rural=non=farm. group9 58.90% preferred butter9 16044% preferred 
oleomargarine, and 24066% had,. no choice. For the farm group 55.93% 
a 
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T.A:13LE VII 
CONSUMERS I OPINIONS OF BUTTER AND OF 011!DMARGARINE 
---
Character'istics Choice % Respondents in each group preferring butter 
or oleomargarine 
-· ,. -- ···-
, ._ ... . •.. ~ ._, .... . ~ .... 
Entire ·. Urban , Rural I Farm Group non-farm 
Appearance · Butter 56002 . 53. 5'7 - 58.90 55.93 
Oleo* 17.13· 19.05 · 16.44 15.25 
No choice 26.85 27.38 · · 24.66 28.81 
J 
T~st,e .Butte,r 79.17 72.62 78.08 89J83 
Oleo* 15.74 20.24 17.81 6.78 
No choice 5.09 7.14 4.11 3.39 
Sp.readability .. Butter .38.89 33 • .33 ..... 49.32 33.90 
Oleo* 39.35 40.48 31.50 47.46 
No choic_e 21.76 26.19 19.18 18.64 
food value 
.. 
... Butter S3.}3 _ .. -· ,77 .38 J~4~93 ·.·· 89.83 
Oleo* 5.09 7.14 . 4.11 ·.3.39 
No choice 11.57 15.48 10.96 6.78 
Dig~st;~ility .:Butter 35.65 J.5~71 19.73 30.51 
Oleo* 24~07 29.76 19.18 22.03 
No choice 40.28 .34.52 41.10 47.46 
-·-··--
Unifq~:i~y Butter 41.20 .~4.9 52 '~9 .32 40.68 
of quality Oleo* 42.13 53.57 .34.25' 35. 59 
No choice 16.67 11.90 16.44 24.33 
!Ceeping I,3utter .12.96 lp.67 lj.07 5.09 
quality Oleo* 68.52 67.86 69.86 67.80 
No choice 18.52 15.48 15.07 27.12 
Cooking Butter 60.65 53.57 63.01 67.SO 
quality Oleo* 29.17 .32.14 26.0.3 28.81 
No choice 10.19 14.29 10.96 3.39 
* Abbreviation of Oleomargarine. 
preferred butter9 15.25% preferred oleomargarine, and 28081% had no 
choice. There were no large differences between the groups on their 
opinions on appearance-. A majority in each group preferred the appear-
ance of butter over oleomargarine. 
The opinions on taste of the entire group of 216 respondents 
showed that 79.17% preferred butter, 15074% preferred oleomargarine 9 
and 5.09% had no choice. For the urban group 7,2.62% preferred butter 
20024% preferred oleomAirgarine; and 7ol4% had no choice. For the 
rural-non-farm group 78.08% preferred butter 17.81% preferred oleo-
margarine9 and 4.11% had no choice. For the farm group 89083% 
preferred butter~ 6.78% preferred oleomargarine 9 ~nd 3.39% had no 
choice. The farm group showed a larger percent~ge preferring butter 
as com.pared to the other groups. A large majo~i:ty in each group pre-
ferred butter over oleomargarine. The respondentsv opinions on 
flavor (taste) showed that 79.17% preferred butter over oleomargarine. 
The actual placing of the samples on flavor by the respondents showed 
that 65.96% prefE:ir:red Grade AA butter over oleomargarine 9 65.62% pre-
ferred Grade A butter over oleomargarine~ 63.68% preferred·Grade B 
butter over oleomargarine, and only 44.79% preferred Grade C butter 
over oleomargarine. This again points out that the consumers preferred 
Grade B butter or better over_oleoma.rgarine. 
The opinions on spreadability of the entire group of 216 respond-
ents showed that 38.89% preferred butter9 39.35% preferred oleo:margar= 
ine and 21.76% had no choice. For the urban group 33.33% preferred 
butterj IJJ.48% preferred oleoma.rgarine 9 and 26.19% had no choice. 
For the rural-non-farm group 49032% preferred butterj Jl.50% preferred 
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oleomargarine and l9ol8% had no c:hoiceo For the farm group .3.3o90% 
preferred butter~ 4'7o46% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 18064% had no 
choiceo 
The results obtained from the opinion questions were in disagree-
ment with the results obtained with the testing of butter and oleo= 
margarine. The actual placing of the samples on spreadability 
showed that 62056% preferred oleomargarine qver Grade AA butter9 
54059% preferred oleomargarine over Grade A butter9 63~91% preferred 
oleomargarine over Grade B butte:r 9 and 77 oOl;/o preferrEd oleoma.lt'ga.E'ine 
over Grade C buttero 
.31 
The opinions for food value of the entire group of 216 respondents 
showed that 83.3.3% preferred butter9 5.09% preferzaed oleoma.rgarine 9 
and 1L57% had no choice. For the urban group 77o'3a% preferred 
butter9 7ol4% preferred oleomargarine9 and 15048% had no choiceo 
For the ru.ral=non=fa:rm group 84.9.3% preferred butter9 4oll% preferred 
oleomargarine~ and 10096% had no choiceo For the fann group 89083% 
preferred butter9 3.39% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 6078% had no 
choiceo The results indicated that a strong majority in each group 
preferred butter over oleomargarine in food valueo Only a small 
minority in each group preferred oleo:margarineo The fa.rm gr0up had 
the strongest preference for butter 9 followed by the rural·-· non=i"ar.m 
gr«::mp9 and last9 the urban g.roupo 
The opinions on digestibility of the entire group of 216 
. 
respondents showed that .3r5o65% preferred butter9 24007% preferJfed 
oleomargarine 9 and 40.28% had no choice. For the urban groups 35o"ll% 
preferred butter9 29076% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 34052% had no 
choiceo For the rural=non=far.m group 39073% preferred butter9 l9ol8% 
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preferred oleomargarine, and 4lol0% had no choice. For the farm group 
30.51% preferred butter9 22.03% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 47046% 
had no choice. All thre~ groups preferred butter ov~r oleomargarine 
for digestibility1 but even a larger percentage in each group was 
either undecided or did not,know which was the more digestible. 
It was interesting to note :that t!le farm group showed less preference 
for butter than the other t'two.-gFqups. 
The opinions on uniformity of quality of the entire group of 216 
respondents showed that 41.20% preferred butter~ 42.1.3% preferred 
oleomargarineli and 16.67% had no choic·e. For the urban group 34.52% 
preferred.butterJ\ 53.57% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 11.90% had no 
choice. For the rural-non-farm group 49.32% preferred butter 9 34.25% 
preferred oleomargarine and 16.44% had no choice. For the farm group 
40.68% preferred butter.11 35.59% preferred _oleomargarine 9 and 24.33% 
had no choice. B~tl:r the farm and rural-non~fa.rm group considered 
butter to be more·unifo.rm in quality than oleomargarine 9 while the 
urban group considered oleomargarine to be more uniform in quality. 
The opinions on keeping quality of th~ entire group of 216 
respondents showed that 12.96% preferred butter 9 68.52% preferred 
oleomargarine., and 18.52% ~ad no choice. For the urban group 16.67% 
preferred butter9 67.86% preferred ole~rgarine 9 and 15.48% had no 
choice. For the rural--non-farm ~roup 15 ~_07% preferred butter 9 69. 86% 
preferred oleomargarine, and 15.07% had no choice. For the fa.rm 
group 5.09% preferred butter~ 67.80% preferred oleomargarine 9 and 
27.12% had no choice. A strong majority in each group were of the 
opinion tha~ oleomargarine was superior in keeping quality to butter9 
especially when held without refrigeration. In comparing the groups 
3:3 
a l.arger. percentflge of "th~ farm group considlelred 6],<:3omargarine to be 
superior to 1:iu:t.te.r in k~eping quSslity thandi,d those .ill th~ other groupso 
$ome of the ,f~rrn ,respondent.s lacked mechanical :refrigerators 9 in such 
cases o:leoinargarine 'Was always prefieirred ov·er butter o 
Tlle opini9ris o~ cooking quality .of the entire group of 216 
re~pondents showed that 60 o 65% preferred butter 9 29 ?17% preferred 
oleomargarine9 and l0ol9% had no c:hoiceo For the 'lll"ban group of'.. 
res poridents 53 o 57% pref eirred butter .9 .;32 o 1.4% pref e,rJ.r'ed oleomargarir1e 2 
and 14029% had no choiceo For thl/!J rtll"<:9,l non=fam group 6Jo01% preferred 
butter 9 26.0.3% prefer.r,.sJd oleomarga.:rlnei 9 and l0o967t: had no chofoeo 
For the Jarm group 67. 80% prefl!lrred butter 9 2iL 81% pref erred oleo"" 
margarine» and 3o39% had no choic:eo A majority of the respondents 
recognized the superior cooki.ng quality of buttero The fa.rm group 
showed the strongest preference for but·t(;;).1'C' 9 foll©wed by the l'W:'a.l: 
non=fa:rm group and urban groupo M'$,ny of the !:"eispondents said that 
butter_ al:ways made things tast,e bet,t,e::r o 
It was noted from the J£'r!lsul ts that but,t,er ·was preferred over 
oleomargarine by a majority of respond~nts for tast~ 9 appearance~ 
food valuew and cooking quali:tyo Ol~omargarine: ms pr~.f'erred by 
a majority of .r'9sp,ondents fo.:r keeping qualityo The pr@.feirence for 
butter and oleomargarine wa1s about th~ sam~ for spr~adabilityv 
digeistibilit,yp and unif'omity o:r qualityo It appears f.r0om the 
results ·~hat if the keeping quality o.f but·ter could b~ improved 
the consumers would buy more butteiro 
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Eo CONSUMPTION OF BUTTER AND/OR OLEOMARGARINE 
1. Distribution of users of -butter .filldiPr oleomargarine. 
Each respondent was asked9 11 How much oleomargarine does your family use 
per week? 11 and "How much butter does your family use per week? 11 to 
determine the percentages of each group using butter and/or oleomargarine, 
The results obtained; are shown in table VIII - Part I. 
Of the entire group of 216 respondents 15.42% used butte:r 9 56007% 
used oleomargarine 9 and 28.50% used both products. For the urban 
group 7o24% used butter9 59.03% used oleom.a.rgarine 9 and J.3.7.3% reported 
using both products. For the rural ,non-farm gr«:mp 13. 88% used butter 9 
55.55% used oleomargarine 9 and 30.55% used both products. For the 
fa.rm group 28.81% used butter9 52.54% used oleomargarine 9 and 18.64% 
reported using both products. These. pe1"'centages included 't.he 9. 72% 
of the respondents who churned and used their own butter. As may 
be expec:ted 9 the farm group used more butter than any other group. 
The urban and rural,,non-farm groups had the least number of people 
using butter; however9 nearly one-thirci of eadh· i:Xf these two groups 
reported using both products 9 indicating that these groups may use 
a considerable amount of butter. 
2. m C§,p:lt&, consumptiQU of butter ,a,ndh1E: ~. The 
median and mean weekly per.capita consumptfon were calculatedo 
Because the mean seemed to glve a false impression of the1 per capi tE!, 
co11sumption 9 the median was also calculated. The results obtained 
for the mean and median per capita consumption are shown in Table VIII 
part 2. 
The mean weekly per capita consumption of butter and/or oleomargarine 
TABLE VIII 
C.ONSUMPrION OF BUTTER .AND/OR OLEOMARGARINE 
Part 1. Distribution of users of butter and/or oleomargarine. 
% of each group using butter and/or oleomargarine 
Product Entire Rural Non-
Group Urban Farm Farm 
Butter 15.42 
Oleomargarine 56.07 
Both Products 28.50 
7.24 
59.03 
33.7.3 
1.3.88 
55.55 
30.55 
28.81 
52.54 
18.64 
Part 2. Per capita consumption of butter and/or oleomargarine 
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Weekly per capita mean and median consumption of butter 
100Lat 2J.fil!Qma.tiuir;i.n~ ~~ "'' QQund l 
Both Products 
Group 
~-
Butter . Ol!i!~m,marine., .. _ ~utter Ol~Qm§..t:ia.tine 
Mean . Median Mean_ Medi.an . Mean Median Mean Median 
Entire Group 0.42 0.38 0.41 0.36 0.36 0.33 0 • .39 0.33 
Urban 0.42 0.29 0.37 0.33 0 • .3.3 0.33 0.38 0 • .3.3 
Rural illon- 0.50 0.50 0.41 0.38 0 • .37 0.33 0.41 0.31 
!'arm 
Farm 0.54 0.50 0.42 0.38 0.42 0.38 0.38 0.50 
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by the .. ent ..ire. groµp of respondents was .as f~llows.~ but.ter 0.42. pound 
oleomargarintS~ 9.41 pc,und; both products Oo.36 pound for butter and 0.39 
pound for oleomargarine. 
The mean weekly per capita consump~ion of pqtter .. aµd/9r ole9mar= 
gar;nE:i by. ::th~ urban grcmp wa~ .. as follo'W's g .. butter O. 42. pound 9 . olt!om~r= 
garine0.37 pound 9 both products 0.33 pound for butter and 0 • .:38 pound 
for oleomargarine. 
The mean weekly per capita consumption of butter and/or oleoma.r= 
garine qy the rural non.=fa:rm. group was as folle:rws g butte.lr O. 50 p.ound 9 
oleomarg~rln~ Oo4l pound. 9 both products 0.31 pound for butter and 
0.41 pound for.oleoma.:rga.!\f,neo 
'.rhe mean weekly per capita consumption of butter and/or oleomarg~r= 
ine by the farm g.:roup was as followsg butter O. 54 pound 9 oleomargar.i:ne 
Oo42 pou.nd 9 both products 0.42 pound for butte.r a11d Oo38 pound for 
oleomargarine. 
In com.pa.ring the tru•ee groups ( 'Lll"ban9 rural non=fa .. rm 9 and fa.rm) 
it was noted that the farm and the .ru.:r.al non-farm groups consumed more 
butter than the urban groupo :Many of the respondents in the .farm and 
rural non=fam group churned their ow butter 9 this pr«:.lbably accotl+lts 
for the relatively high amount of butt;er consumed in t,h\:!Jse groups o 
It was also noted that the users of both products usiad cons:lderably 
more butter and oleomargarine combined per person thari the users oif 
only one of the two productso 
Many of the respondents using both products used them in pl~ce 
of cooking .fats and oils 9 which wouJ.d help explain the large consump= 
tion of bo't,h products by the consumers o 
As the results wer® calculated from the respondents 0 answers to 
the questions there wa~ no way to check the validity of the results. 
in the universe sampled. However, the respondents• annual consumption 
of these two products were calculated to.f:!~e how they compare~. to the 
national average. The butter users consllllled 21.8 pounds per person 
per year, the oleomargarine users consumE:ld 21.3 pounds per person per 
year. The users of both products conf:!ume~ 1$.7 pounds of butter per 
person per year and 20.3 pounds of oleomargarine per person per year 9 
or a total of 39.0 pounds per person per_y~ar. The annual per capita 
consumption of these products by the responqents seemed to pe more 
than that of the national averag113 9.f ~pp,roJCi.In13.telynine pounds of 
butter per capita per yearj approx~t~iy ni~~ pounds of oleomargarine 
per capita per year and approximately eighteen pounds per capita per 
year for the users of both.products. 
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F. INFLU~CE OF .PRICE ON CONSUMP"l'ION OF BUTTER AND OF OLF.oMARGARINE 
1. Butter. am.· oleoroar@rine .. priced. ,!. w ~ level. F,ach 
respondent ~~-- .asked the question: '.'If 9leomargarine were the same price 
as butter is now, would you use less oleomargarine'?" The results 
obtained from the answers to this question are show.n in Table IX 
part 1. For the entire group of 216 respondents 65.27% answered 111Ves 9 " 
30.55% answered "No 9 " and 4.18% had some other ~nswer or did not 
answer. For the urban group 66.66% answered II_Yes, 11 and 33.33% 
answered "No. 11 • For the rural ··non-farm group 71. 22% answered "Yes$ 11 
. 
26.03% answered "No," and 2.75% had some other answer. For the farm 
group 55.93% answered "Yes.11" .32.22% answered "No," and 11.85% 
answered something else, usually, that they were not using any 
oleomargarine. The results indicated that price is one of the most 
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TABLE IX 
INFLUENQE OJ! PRIGF.; ON. CQNSUMPI'ION Of 130'.I'TER AND O:LEQM!M~RINE . 
Part l. "If oleomargarine were the same price as butter is nowj would you 
use less oleomargarine?" 
% Respondents Answering 
Group Yes No Other 
Entire Group 65.27 30.55 4.18 
Urban 66.66 .3.3 0 .'.33 
Rural non-farm 71.22 26.0J 2.75 
Farm 55.9.3 3.2022 1L85 
Part 2. 11 If butter were the same price as oleomargarine is now9 would you 
use more butter?" 
Group 
Entire Group 
Urban 
Rural non-farm 
Farm 
% Respondents Answering 
Yes No Other 
72.22 
7.3.80 
76.71 
64.40 
22.68 
2p.80 
20.54 
23.73 
5.10 
2.14 
2.75 
11.18 
Part J. "If the price"()f high grade oleomargEirine were fiSced at 30¢/pound 
what price would you be willing to pay· for the kind of butter you 
want?" · 
Price Range Users of Users of Users of All Respondents 
Butter Oleomargarine Bot,h Products 
Q,nly 9nly 
% % % % 
20¢ - 29¢ .81 .47 
.30¢ = 39¢ 9.68 40.32 16.07 29.38 
40¢ - 49¢ 29.02 32.25 21.43 28.91 
50¢ - 59¢ 9.68 21.78 35.72 23.70 
60¢ - 69¢ 19.36 4.84 17.86 10.4.3 
7Q¢ = 79,¢ 9.68 5.36 2.84 
80¢ = 89¢ 6.46 L78 1.42 
Price no object 16.12 1.78 2.84 
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important reasons why people are not using more butter. 
The respondents were also asked, nrf' butter were the same price .~s 
oleomargarine i~ now, would you use more b11tte3r?" The results 0btaine:i 
from the answers to this question are shown in table IX part 2. For 
the entire group of 216 respondents 72 •. 22% answered "Yes 9 11 22.68% 
answered "No," and 5.10% had some other answer. For the urban group 
73.80% answered "Yes, 11 23.80% answered 11No, 11 and 2.40% had some other 
answer. For the rural-non-farm group 76.71% answered "Yes/' 20.54% 
answered 11 No 9 ". and 2.75% had some other answer. For the farm group 
64.40% answered 11 Yes 9 " 23.72% answered _11No," and 11.18% had some 
other answer. Some of the other answers were that the respondents 
were using all the butter they wanted •..... 
Less farm respondents answ1:1.I'ed .. "¥e.§.l.,.'.' prob~bly clue to the ft:tct 
many of the respondents were alreagy_usi~g as much butter as they 
wanted, as many of them churned their own butter. 
A higher percentage answered 11Yes11 to the second question as 
comparedtiii> the first question and thi~ suggests that the price of 
butter is too high for many of the consumers • 
2.- ~ · .2! butter 1.n relation 1Q. fixed ~ Rt: oleomargarine,. 
To determine the price consumers were willing to pay for butter, the 
respondents were asked: 11 If the price, of high grade oleomargarine was 
fixed at 30¢ per pound what price would you be· willing to pay for t,he 
· kind of butter you want?" The results of this question were divided 
into three distinct groups, namely: butter users 9 oleomargarine 
users, and users of both products. The results obtained are show 
in table IX part 3. 
A total of 0.47% of all the respondentsi, 0.81% of the oleomargarine 
users» and none of the rest of the others would pay between 20 and 29¢ 
a pound for butter. 
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A total of 29.38% of all the respondents 9 9.68% of the butter users 9 
4Q • .32%·of the oleomargarine ueers and 16.07% of the users of both pro-
ducts were willing to pay between 30 and 39¢ a pound for butter. 
A total of 28.91% of all the respondents, 29.02% of the butter users, 
32.25% of the oleomargarine users and 21.43% of the both products users 
were willing to pay between 40 and 49¢ a pound for butter. 
A total of 23.70% of all the respondents 9 9.68% of the butter users, 
21.78% of the oleomargarine users, and 35.72% of the users of both pro-
ducts were willing to pay between 50 and 59¢ a pound for butter. 
,a total of 10.4.3% of the oleomargarine users 9 and 19.36% of the 
butter users, 4.84% of the oleomargarine users, and 17.86% of the 
users of both products were willing to pay between 60 and 69¢ a pound 
for buti.er. · 
A total of 2.84% of the total.respondents, 9.68% of.the butter 
users, none of the oleomargarine users and 5 • .36% qf the users of both 
pra:iucts were willing to pay between 70 and 79¢ a pound for butter. 
A total of 1.42% of the total respondents, 6.46% of the butter 
users, none of the oleomargarine users, and 1.78% of the users of both 
products were willing to pay between 80 and 89¢ a pound for butter. 
A total of 2.84% of the total respondents» 16.12% of the butter 
users, none of the oleomargarine usars, and 1.78% of the users of 
both products were willing to pay whatever necessary to buy butter. 
Based on the total number of respondents, the price they are 
willing to pay for butter would be as follows: 2.84% were willing 
to pay the c·urrent price regardless of what it might be 9 4.26% were 
wi lling t o pay 80¢ or mcre 9 7 .10% were willi ng t o pay 70¢ or more :, 
17 . 53% were wi l ling to pay 60¢ or more ~ 41.23% were willing to pay 
50¢ or more and 70.14% were willing to pay 40¢ or more for butter. 
It appears that on the basis of these results that butter should sell 
at between 40 and 50¢ a pound in order to compete with 30¢ a pound 
oleomargarine. 
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3 . Relation of i.nQ,Qme, level to the J?.rice consumers_ }IQ.uld ~ f or 
bull_§!;.. The results were calculated t o see if the respondents v annual 
income affected t he average pr ic.e they wer e will.ing t o pay f or butter. 
The annual i ncomes of t he respondents were d.ivi ded i nto nine levels . 
The results obtained a.re shown i n table X. There appeared t o be no 
correlation between t he level of income and t he price the consumer s wer e 
willing to pay for butter. 
For t he total group of 216 respondents 9 the average prices the 
consumers were willing to pay for butt er by each income level wer e 
as follows i less than $1~200 9 49 .7¢; $19 200 to $19800 9 44.9¢; $19800 
t o $J 9000 9 47.7¢; $39 000 to $49 200 9 44.0¢; $49 200 to $5 9400 9 42.8¢ ; 
$5 9 400 to $6 9 600 9 49 .3¢; $69600 to $79 800 9 57.0¢; $7 9 800 to $89400 
60.0¢; and over $89400 9 41.6¢ . 
It was interesting to note that t he highest price that the 
constuners were willi ng t o pay for butter was by the $7 9 800 t o $89400 
income level 9 t he next highest price was by t he $6 9600 to $7 9 800 i ncome 
level 9 t he next price was by the l owest income level (less t han 
$19 200). The lowest price (41.6¢) was the $8,400 or over. income level 
was willing to pay for butter. Some of t he highest prices which t he 
consumers wer e willing to pay f or butter were by those i n t he l ower 
i ncome levels. From the results i t appears t hat t he l nc me l evel had 
TABLE X 
RELATION OF INCOME LEVEL TO THE PRICE CONSUMERS WOULD PAI FOR BUTTER* 
GROUP 
Less $1200 $1800 $,3000 $4200 $5400 $6600 $7800 Over 
than to to to to to to to 
$1200 $1800 $,3000 $4200 $5400 $6600 $7800 $8400 $84()0 
¢/lb~ ¢/lb. ¢/lb. . ¢/lb. ¢/lb. ti/lb. ¢/lb; . ¢/lb. f/lb . 
Entii.re group • 497 .449 - .477 .440 .428 .49.3 • 570 .600 .416 
Urban .58.3 0 458 - .425 .900- .416 
'·, 
Rural non=f'arm. .458 
0 408 
.518 
.440 
.522 
• .395 
.450 
.468 
.4.35 
.416 
0 4.36 
. 505 
.51.3 
.,300 
.,300 
.400 Farm .490 .43.3 .,300 
*.i!If' the price of oleomarga;rine· were fixed at 30¢ a poundt wha.t-.-price wuld you be will,ing to pay f'or 
the kind ·or .butter you want?• · · t; 
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no influence on the price the consumers were willing to pay for butter. 
G. RELATION OF INCOME LEVEL TO USAGE OF BUTTER AND/OR OLIDMARGARINE 
.. . . .. . 
The users of butter and/or oleomargarine were calculated by income 
level to see if income had any influence on whether p~tter and/or oleo~ 
margarine was being used. Since there were only three respondents with 
· incomes over $89 400, these were calculated as having incomes of $7~800 
or more. The results obtained are shown in table XI. 
The results showed that as the income ··level rises the usage of 
butter declines. It was noted that the lowest income group showed the 
highest percentage of butter users and that butter was not used by the 
two highest income groups. On the other hand, there appeared to be 
an increase in the usage of oleomargarine as the income level became 
higher. The users of both butter and oleomargarine did not show a 
definite pattern as noted for the butter and the oleomargarine users. 
The farmer's income ,usually given to the interviewer was the 
net income; also many of the farm respondents churned their own· butter. 
For the·se reasons the percent of respondents using butter and using 
both products appeared larger in the lower income brackets. If there 
had been a way to calculate the gross incOllle of the farm group9 th,ere 
probably would have been a larger percentage c,f butter u~ers in the 
income brackets above $3,000 than was shown in the results. 
TABLE XI 
RELATION OF INCOME LEVEL TO USAGE OF B1JrTER AND/OR OLEOMARGARINE 
Income Range 
$ 
7 9 800 to 89400 
7»800 - 69600 
6»600 - 59400 
5~400 = 4~200 
4~200 - 3,000 
3,000 - 1»800 
1»800 - 1»200 
<.1 9200 
Users · of 
Butt.er Only 
6. 66 
7.84 
5.26 
2202.3 
27.66 
26.67 
% Respondents Using 
Users of Oleo-
margarine Only 
40000 
80000 
73033 
68 063 
7.3. 68 
47 022 
34004 
46067 
Users of 
Both Products 
60 000 
20000 
20.00 
23 . 5.3 
2L05 
.300 55 
38030 
26067 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
; . . . 
A surv~y was conducted to det~rmine consumer pref'~rences .f'or 
various grad.es of' butter and for ole-rgarine and to obtain 
. ' 
certain other ihf'ormat,io:n:concerned with the f'acters affec:tillg the· 
:· ;. . 
purchase ofbutter artd.oleemarga.rine. 
Approximately 1% of the hou~eholds in Payne County, Oklahoma 
were randomly selected and iriterview:ed. The :nouseholds were divided 
into three groups, namely: urban, rural-non-farm, and f'arm. 
To discover 'consumer pr~ferences· for f'lator~ a.ppea.rance 9 spread".'." 
a!bility; and ability t$·detect oleomargarine f'rom butter, f'our samples 
of' federally graded butter (Grades M, A, B, and G) and one sample 
e>f a good·brandof' oleomargarine (selling f'or·.3'4¢ a pound) were sub-
mitted .to the respondents for their examination and opinions. 
Salt and color. preference of butter were determined by allowing 
the .. res pond en.ts to examine .f:i. ve a.itfere:nt: c'olo~ shades of butter. and 
tastJng five sample~' ofbutter·containingdi.tf~r~nt percentages of 
~alt-. 
One port.ion of' the .. qu.estionnidre consisted of qu~stioris to· 
det.ermine the'constlillers I opinions f'or biitt~r or oleomargarine based.-
on appearance., taste, spreada.bility,food value, digestibility~ 
uniformity of quality, keepilig. quality9 and cooking quality. The 
other p.,:rtion fi/f: the.· questionnaire· consisted. of' questiotl.S to determin~' 
·the respondents• aver~ge conS1lmption·of the· two products and the 
influence-of price on the purchase of' butter. 
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_, 
'In the corisumer preference for flavorj 27 of 216respondents 
refused to taste the samples. The r~ining 189 respondents ranked 
the samples on flavor in the following order of preference: Grades 
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A, AA, and B of butter, eleomargarine, and Grade C butter. The 
respondents showed a definite dislike for the Grade G butter. Grade A 
butter was ranked fir.st by the urban and· the ruraJ.-non-farm groups 
while Grade AA butter was ranked first by the farm group. From the 
results obtained it appeared that 9 for butter to compete successfully 
with oleomargarine, it should be Grade B or better. The respondents 
showed a definite liking for the stronger flavor of the Grades A and 
B butter than for.the Grade AA butter which was characterized as 11flat~" 
"lacking in flavor .• 11 For this reason butter made with culture to 
impart a distinct flavor might have a favorable consumer acceptance. 
The preference for spreadability was as follows: oleomargarine, 
Grades A, AA, B, and C of butter. The respondents showed a definite 
preference for the oleomargarine over the four butter samples. Many 
of the respondents remarked that the oleomargarine spread smoothly 
and evenly. 
A total of 206 of the 216 respondents e~ined the-samples for 
general appearance. The ranking was as follows: Grades B~ Aj and 
AA~ of butter, oleomargarine, and Grade C butter. An attempt was 
made to select five samples which had the same shade of1 color~ but 
there was some variation in the color of the samples and many of the 
respondents placed the samples entirely on color. It was interesting 
to note that the two lightest colored samples were ranked fourth or 
fifth by many of the of the respondents while the darker colored 
samples were ranked higher. 
A total of 189 respondents tasted the samples, with various 
concentrations of salt added to determine their preference for the 
amount of salt in butter. The samples were ranked by t,he entire group 
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as followsg:. lo5%~ le0%~ 2oO%, 0.5%, and unsalted. The results showed that 
the salt content of butter could be varied a great deal before the 
average consumer would obj e.ct to the amoun·l; of salt. There was no 
majority in any group preferring any of the samples .. 
All the 216 respondents examined the samples with various shades 
of color. A strong majori1:;,y in each group showed a preference for 
the normal shade of color in butter, indicating the:!; the color of 
butter now on the market is suitable to most of the consumers in 
Oklahomae 
The 216 respondents displayed a rather poor ability to distinguish 
oleomargarine from butter., Only 17 .. 14% of the entire group of respondents 
correctly ide:ntified the oleomargarine sample~ The results indicated 
that oleomargarine may be substituted for butter without it being detect-
ed readily by the average consumer., 
The respondents were asked their opinions concerning their pre=-
ference for butter or for oleomargarine on several characteristicso 
A majority o.f the respondents preferred butter over oleomargarine for 
taste.I' appeara.ncep food valuep and cooking quality., Oleomargarine 
was preferred by a majority for keeping quality. Th.ere was a slight prefer,= 
ence for oleomargarine £or uniformity of quality and spreadability. 
It appea.red that if the keeping quality of butter could be improved 
more consumers wotl.ld purchase butter. 
The mean weekly per capita consumption of butte~ and/or 
oleomargarine was as follows: 0.424 pounds for butter9 0.397 pounds 
for oleomargarinej and 0 • .355 pounds for butter and 0.389 pounds of 
oleomargarine for the consumers of both products. These consumption 
figures are rather higher than the national average per capita consump-
tion which is approximately .18 of a pound per week for each product 
or .36 of a pound for both products. 
A total of 65.27% of the entire group of respondents said they 
would use less oleoma.rgarine1 if oleomargarine were the same price as 
butterl' while J0.55% said they would notj ap.d 4.18% did not know. A 
total of 72.22% of the entire group of ::respondents would use mo.re 
butter, if butter were the same price as oleomargarine 9 while only 
22.68% said they would not 9 and 5.10% did not know. From these results 
it appeared that the price spread between butter and oleomargarine was 
the most important deter:mining factor in the purchase of butter or 
oleomargarine. 
There appeared to be no correlation between annual income and 
the price that the consumers were willing to pay; for butter. The 
lowest average price (41.6¢) per pound was·the mean price set by the 
highest income level (over $8~400 per year). The highest mean price 
(60¢) was the price set by the income level of $7~800 to $8~400 per 
year. The lowest income level (under $1~200 per year) was willing 
to pay 49.7¢ for butter if all oleomargarine were priced at .30¢ a 
pound. 
If all oleomargarine were 30¢ a poundj 70.14% of the total 
respondents were willing to pay 40¢ or more for butter and 41.23% 
were willing to pay over 50¢ for the.kind of butter they wanted. 
These results indicate that the average consumer is willing to pay 
between 40 and 50¢ a pound for butter if all oleomargarine were 30¢ 
a pound. 
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The usage of butter by income levels showed that as the income 
level rose the usage of butter declined and the usage of oleomargarine 
increased. The two highest income levels did not report using any 
butter. 
A summation of the results showed that the average consumer in 
Oklahoma preferred Grade A butter,, which spreads like oleomarga.:rine 9 
has the normal shade of butter color 9 contains between 1 and 2% salt 9 
and sells between 40 and 50¢ a pound. 
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